Health and safety/Buildings committee
Tuesday 14th June 2021 09:30.

Welcome
Appointment of minute taker

Jennie Lawrence, Kate Brown, Yvonne Clark,
Julie Evans, Maddie Farrell (till 10am)
Jennie Lawrence

Apologies of absence

N/a

Minutes of last meeting and matters arising

JL asked if someone could pop in for a lunch
time drop in over the next few weeks. MF has
offered to carry out the drop in. The best time
to is arrive between 12:15-13:15

Updated Covid RA

RA hasn’t been updated as none of the
guidelines have changed. KB to send MF

Governors report on drop in inspection

Discussed the pick up drop in report carried out
by JL. KB noticed a lot of younger children want
to walk into school on their own, they like the
independence. They are all aware of the rules
and they stick to it. KB asked MF about whether
she agrees and she does. It works well because
it removes another person for the site. There is
a benefit to keep the pick up the way it is even
after it’s all ‘normal’ and Covid restrictions are
removed. KB suggested that they reduced the
pick up and drop off timing to 15mins instead
of 20mins.
Now and again, someone will situate
themselves at the drop off point in the
mornings, just to remind people that they
cannot leave their cars in the drop off in the
morning.

Stanley/Pensby shared health and safety issues

Health and safety app E2E KB working with
them. JL and Pete went around Stanley school
to discuss and note down possible tick points
that can be used for the app. This was a long
process and there is still a lot more needed to
complete this working document. The plan is
that someone from Pensby Govs were to
review the Stanley building and a Gov from
Stanley to attend the Pensby site to review
theirs. KB inform everyone that there is still an

Any other business

Date of next meeting

issue with the premises structure, there are
many cross over points in Pensby/Stanley that
having a joint premises staffing structure will
stream line. App will eventually be opened up
and there are check lists.
Year 6 accident – up on the ramped area, part
of the lesson, they were running down a ramp.
Knee was split open. Report was completed and
it was a complete accident, parent of the child
knows this and has inform the school that there
was nothing that could have been done to have
prevented this.
First aid training is being reviewed. It’s all
online through Mike Collin’s Training company.
Not sure whether he can offer to parents.
JE asked about the state of the roof. KB
informed everyone that there is a new person
in the LA and he spoke to Deeside Heads about
building issues. KB brought up the roofing
issues. He said that he would like to visit every
school in Wirral and KB is positive that he will
come to visit.
KB mentioned the emergency lighting, it is far
too good for the size and use of the school. If
anything goes wrong with the lighting you can’t
really replaces the lighting like or like. Quoted
around £250,000 to change the lighting. Pete
working on the emergency lighting.
JE asked about any firedrills, KB wasn’t in the
school which was a good as it have the DH a
chance to be in charge in an emergency
situation. KB to send relevant fire drill reports
to governors.
So far KB has had a lot of replies from
governors that meeting, everyone is happy to
carry out the guidelines for attending in person.

TBA

